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Willis Newson established, developed and managed Arts in Trust, the arts service for
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust between 2002 - 2010. Arts in Trust
managed the Trust’s art collection, curated changing exhibitions across five gallery
spaces, and delivered a vibrant programme of music and performance events and artistin-residence projects. These have included, for example, a successful poet-in-residence
scheme in the Oncology Department of Cheltenham General Hospital with local poet
Brenda Read Brown.
“…the physical trauma[s] of cancer diagnosis and treatment are only part of the
story. Restoring psychological wellbeing is of equal importance… encouraging
patients to express their experiences and feelings in poetry allows them to move
more successfully to recovery.”
Dr Sean Elyan, Consultant Oncologist and Medical Director, Cheltenham General Hospital

Entertainer and juggler Juan Herrera
performing in Children’s Outpatient
Department
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Background

Sister Lynne McEwan painting a
sunflower at Delancey Hosptial
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Willis Newson established and developed Arts in Trust as the ongoing arts programme
for Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Trust. The Trust provides a range of hospital
services to the population of Gloucestershire and parts of neighbouring counties. It
employs more than 6,000 staff and sees hundreds of thousands of patients every year.

Scope
Arts in Trust curated exhibitions and organised events across all the Trust’s main sites,
including Cheltenham General and Gloucestershire Royal Hospitals. Regular changing
exhibitions featured a wide variety of art forms. It ran monthly concerts at the patient
bedside, managed artist residencies and commissioned works for specific projects. Arts
in Trust also managed a permanent art collection, and advised on and participated in
capital improvement projects across the Trust.

Process
Musicians performing for patients
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
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Arts in Trust was developed by Willis Newson and managed by us with the aid of
an Arts Committee whose members were drawn from within the Trust and the local
community. The team included experienced arts co-ordinators for visual arts and music
and performance. Its vision and aims were developed to accord with the Trust’s own
strategic aims and policies. Core costs were covered by the Trust’s own Charitable
Funds. Some projects have been funded by the Trust’s ‘Percent for Art’ policy which
dedicates a percent of all capital projects towards the arts. Other funds were raised
year-round by the team.

Cheltenham General Hospital,
St Luke’s Wing,
mosaic detail by Cleo Mussi
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Strategy

Accordianist Jaye Woodfield
at Delancey Hospital
for the Real as Yesterday Project
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The programme sought to develop innovative uses of the arts to support the work of the
Trust. In partnership with healthcare staff and the local community, it aimed to:
• Enhance the hospital environment, creating places which are beautiful, 		
welcoming, inspiring, thought-provoking and easy to use;
• Foster a sense of community;
• Involve patients, staff and the community in the planning and development of
projects;
• Give staff opportunities to learn and to enjoy themselves;
• Promote access to, participation in and an understanding of the arts;
• Work collaboratively with artists and the local arts community and provide
creative opportunities for artists and the hospital community;
• Deliver an integrated programme of arts projects at the highest professional
standard.
Conclusions

Print from the Arts in Trust Collection
in the waiting area at Gloucestershire
Royal Hopsital
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The Arts in Trust programme was most successful where it provided opportunities
for forging links between communities within the hospital, and between the hospital
and patient and carer groups in the local community. Our long-term involvement in
the project has enabled us to identify three factors vital to a successful hospital arts
programme:
• Appoint a skilled arts co-ordinator.
• Ensure the programme is fully a part of the Trust’s strategic vision and 		
objectives.
• Create and maintain good relationships with all levels of personnel within the
Trust, from Board level to clinical and domestic staff.
“Willis Newson’s experience, knowledge and commitment ensures a wide range
of Arts projects are delivered to an exceptional standard.”

Harpist Marie-France Riboulet at
Delancey Hospital
for the Real as Yesterday Project
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Arts in Trust music event
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Commission:

Catherine Handley
at Cheltenham General Hospital
Arts in Trust Christmas Music Season
Image: Nigel Noyes

Music Programme

Music entertains, distracts and soothes. The Arts in Trust music programme
is well supported within the wards and receives very positive feedback from
patients, staff and visitors. Arts in Trust runs regular monthly concerts at both
Cheltenham General and Gloucestershire Royal Hospital and a Christmas Music
Season. In addition, it is also involved in a Musicians Training Programme,
offering training and information to performers interested in working in hospitals.

“I’ve really enjoyed that, it was lovely. That’s made me feel so comfortable, so
soothed. Isn’t this lovely? It’s made me feel so much better. Thank you.”
Patient at a music concert, Lilleybrook Ward, Cheltenham General Hospital

Concert by Huw Chidgey and
Catherine Handley
at Cheltenham General Hospital
Arts in Trust Christmas Music Season
Image: Nigel Noyes
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Atrium Gallery
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
Image: Paul Highnam

Arts in Trust Exhibition Programme

Arts in Trust ran five different public gallery spaces within the Trust’s two
hospitals and curated a diverse exhibition programme. This offered the hospital
community the chance to buy affordable arts and crafts, and to view high-profile
exhibitions from nationally renowned artists.
Picture made by a patient, exhibited in
the Pied Piper Children’s Outpatients
Gallery, Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
Image: Willis Newson

The galleries are also available to local community groups, schools and colleges and
host both selling and non-profit exhibitions. If an exhibit is sold as a direct result of
being displayed in the hospitals, the artist donates 20% of the price to Arts in Trust. This
donation in turn helps to run the exhibition programme.

Patient poses for local press in front of
her self portrait, exhibited in the Pied
Piper Children’s Outpatients Gallery,
Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
Image: Willis Newson
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Utopia II, Department of Critical Care
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
by Heinrich and Palmer
Image: Willis Newson

Utopia II, Department of Critical Care
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
by Heinrich and Palmer
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Commission:

Utopia II

Artist:

Heinrich and Palmer

Artists Heinrich and Palmer were commissioned to create artworks for the
Department of Critical Care at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital. The artists talked
with staff to gather ideas for the project. The resulting artworks, two light-boxes
and a framed ‘pin-board’ piece, transform the reception and waiting area of the
department.
Utopia II is designed to distract and calm visitors. The light-boxes give the illusion that
the viewer is looking out over a window sill on which various interesting objects are
placed, through to a peaceful landscape, a composite of local scenes and views of
the artists’ home town of Portsmouth. The ‘pin-board’ includes real thank you cards
from patients and relatives, along with ward information and postcards from imaginary
places.

Utopia II, Department of Critical Care
at Gloucestershire Royal Hospital
by Heinrich and Palmer
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Photo montage of Cheltenham, part of
Kirsty Brook’s Reminiscence Project
with patients at Cheltenham General
Hospital
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Reminiscence Project
by Kirsty Brook
Image: Willis Newson

Reminiscence Project
by Kirsty Brook
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Commission:

Reminiscence project

Artist:

Kirsty Brook

Kirsty Brook was commissioned at the end of 2008 to produce artworks reflecting
the history of Cheltenham for the Stroke and Rehabilitation departments in
Cheltenham General Hospital. She ran participatory sessions with staff and
patients and consultations with the wider community. History boxes from
the local museum and photographs of the town created visual prompts for
discussion.
The result is a series of photo composite artworks. Placed around the wards, they can
be used by staff to engage patients in conversation. Lead Nurse Sandra Attwood and
Modern Ward Sister Andrea James suggested that the artworks in the main corridor of
the Stroke department should help to engage patients who are learning to walk again.
As a result these feature local landmarks, allowing patients to set themselves goals of
walking to certain points, and encouraging them to improve on previous achievements.
This has transformed a potentially sterile space into an interesting and engaging tool to
help motivate patients’ physical activity.
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Real as Yesterday
Booklet Cover Image
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Harpist Marie-France Riboulet
performing on a ward at Delancey
Hospital
Image: Willis Newson

Commission:

Real as Yesterday

Artists:

Sue Mayfield, Marie-France Riboulet, Jaye Woodfield

Sue Mayfield was Writer-in-Residence at Delancey Hospital from October 2006
to March 2007. She visited the hospital once a month with one of two musicians,
accordion player Jaye Woodfield and harpist Marie-France Riboulet. While the
musicians played, she chatted to patients and listened to their stories. The
combination of music and conversation proved a fertile one. Sue describes her
role as that of ‘word-gatherer’ – capturing and recreating the flow of stories, and
adding her own poetic reflections on the process and experience.
The results were published in a booklet, providing a respectful glimpse into the
fascinating lives of the older adults in the Hospital. Copies of the Real as Yesterday
booklet are still available; please contact Willis Newson if you would like one.
“I am sure everyone will be moved by the memories, stories and poems in this
book. I also hope that [...] people will be reminded of the importance of personcentred care and the need for dignity in care for older people – key priorities
within the National Service Framework for Older People.”

Accordianist Jaye Woodfield
performing on a ward at Delancey
Hospital
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Professor Ian Philip, National Director for Older People, Department of Health.
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